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Major League Baseball may implement some form of automated ball-strike system

(ABS) as soon as 2025. Hawk-Eye’s ABS combines data from 12 high-speed cameras around the

ballpark with player and pitch tracking to determine the ball’s release point and subsequent

trajectory and rotation. From the results if calls balls and strikes (Jedlovec 2020). Proponents of

ABS contend that the system averts the biases and inconsistencies of human umpires. Umpires

tend to favor high-status pitchers with more generous strike calls than they extend to lower-status

pitchers (Kim and King, 2014). To MLB Commissioner Rob Manfred, ABS is a top priority. He

contends that accurate calls will benefit the game (Drellich 2023).

ABS proponents want the system to call every pitch; umpires would merely relay a call

they receive through an earpiece. Others, however, argue that human umpires should call pitches

themselves, turning to ABS only as backup when a call is challenged. Some say ABS is critical

to the accuracy of calls; others say ABS threatens the integrity of the game. To succeed, ABS

must be reliable, affordable, and accepted.

In baseball, proposals for an automated strike zone divide fans who value the game’s

human element from fans who value accuracy more; catchers, pitchers, and hitters who have to

adjust strategically; coaches who would have to adapt their training techniques accordingly;

umpires whose jobs are at stake; and the league itself, which strives to retain viewers, revenue

and loyalty.

Review of Research

Published research reveals patterns of human reactions to new technologies. A study by

Petersen-Wagner and Ludvigsen (2023) examined fan reaction to the implementation of video

assistant referee (VAR) technology in the 2018 FIFA World Cup, allowing for a useful analogue
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for how fans may divide over adoption of an ABS system in the MLB. The majority of fans were

negative about VAR in 300,000 comments across 31 YouTube videos. Three main arguments

appeared: VAR is killing the beautiful game, it favors the Global North over the Global South,

and that the technology is not politically neutral (Petersen-Wagner and Ludvigsen, 2023). The

VAR case exemplifies how new technologies in sports that aim to increase accuracy can be seen

as threatening to emotions and to power imbalances within the sport.

Wonseok et. al. (2021) found in a study that people tended to view a human umpire’s

pitch call more trustworthy than that of a robot umpire. When the robot umpire was humanized

(e.g., given a name and personality) more trust was developed. These findings can be explained

by source bias, where people may believe that pitch calls require human judgment acquired

through hands-on experiences rather than through a robot’s algorithms (Wonseok et. al., 2021).

Castelo et. al. (2019) found in multiple studies using source bias frameworks that humans are

less likely to trust algorithms with tasks that seem subjective in nature (e.g., recommending a

romantic partner), but are more likely to trust algorithms with objective tasks (e.g., analyzing

data). Humans are likely to have suspicion in automated decisions such as ball and strike calls

due to lack of an algorithm’s subjective judgment. Using human umpires to relay ABS decisions

may alleviate this bias.

Historically, resistance to technology has often stemmed from job security fears

(Carlopio, 1988). In Spitalfield in 1675, machines that could do the work of 20 men were rioted

for three days. Joseph-Marie Jacquard's loom prompted widespread riots and death threats

because it threatened "a whole army of helpers." Similarly, the implementation of an automated

strike zone imposes a threat to the umpiring profession. In a study by Doris McLaughlin at the

University of Michigan, it was found that when emerging technology was perceived as
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“necessary” and “inevitable,” human reactions tended to be more accommodating (Noble, 1984).

Members associated with the MLB, including umpires, may understand that this new ABS

technology is a necessary evolution of the game.

To determine psychological reactions to human versus robot job replacement, Granulo et.

al. (2018) found that humans prefer workers to be replaced by other human workers rather than

by robots. However, when personally affected by job loss, they prefer robots over other humans

to protect their self-worth, despite perceiving a higher economic threat. Accordingly, there are

complex psychological reactions to an automated strike zone. Fans and players may prefer the

strike zone to be called by human umpires as they disagree with an automation takeover.

Conversely, umpires may favor their replacement by an automated strike zone rather than

replacement by another umpire.

The Fans

Pro ABS

One group of fans contends that an automated ball-strike system would bring much

needed consistency to pitch calls. In tweets like “All hitters want is consistency with balls and

strikes,” (Gray, 2023) and “I’d rather it be consistent via robot, instead of "who's the ump and

what's his mood today?"” (brian99xt, 2023), fans express the value of objectivity an ABS could

provide over the subjectivity of a human umpire. Nico (2023) highlights that umpires are roughly

93.5% accurate. The 6.5% error rate translates to 1.6 pitches per inning - a number far too high.

Nico also highlights that umpires can't effectively call balls and strikes from behind the catcher

due to obstructed views and reliance on deceptive catcher framing.
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Fans often voice frustration over controversial strike calls that impact game outcomes.

For instance, when the Phillies were down 2-0 with bases loaded against the Twins in the seventh

inning, Alec Bohm was called out on a pitch clearly outside the strike zone, prompting tweets

like “baseball needs a strike-ball challenge system, come on man" (jahiye1, 2023) and “Robot

umps can't come fast enough absolutely a joke” (McLaughlin, 2023). Questionable pitch calls

altered the outcome of two separate games in one day, leading a fan to tweet, “I've never been in

favor of the robot umps, but I'm slowly starting to change my tune…” (McAlpin, 2023).

Among those open to exploring ABS options, views differ on whether to use it for all

calls or just as a challenge system. After seeing a challenge system in use at a Minor League

game, some fans think it disrupts the flow of the game: “Just make it the entire game, no need to

pause the game for a challenge when you can just have auto k zone 100% of the time”

(DennProduct, 2022). Others like Nico (2023) suggest that replay “should only be to challenge

calls that are egregiously bad" with either immediate player or coach challenges.

Anti ABS

A segment of MLB fans oppose removing the human element from pitch calls. Tweets

like “This is bad for baseball, part of the game is the human element of the human umpire”

(Sinder, 2023) and “The dynamic between the ump, pitcher and catcher is really one of the most

interesting things to watch in this sport” (r/mlb, 2022) reflect the belief that umpires are integral

to baseball’s tradition. Allan Kabese argues that “Part of the experience of watching a baseball

game is seeing coaches and players yell at umpires.” Many claim the strike zone is a subjective

entity through comments like “The strike zone is a living organism and catchers framing and

manipulating it is an art form,” (r/mlb, 2022) and “Context is so important, and that's why

humans are needed behind the plate” (Delgado Genzor, 2023).
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The Players

Pro ABS

Many players have expressed their support for the automated ball strike system’s

consistency. Catcher Tony Wolters explained “I wanna swing at strikes and the zone doesn't

change. It feels like it stays very consistent, so you can know the zone a little bit better” after

experiencing the ABS in the minors (Clayton, 2023). The objectivity of a computerized strike

zone appeals to batters who seek clarity on what constitutes a strike. Mets pitcher Mike Vasil

supports the challenge system in that it “helps the umpires keep a consistent zone" and “keeps

the game true for where it should be” (Mayo, 2022).

Aside from consistency, many players enjoy the excitement of the ABS. After testing the

ABS using a challenge system, Red Sox infielder Nick Yorke added that “It gets everyone into it

after someone challenges. Everyone is like, ‘Ooooh,’ after they see the pitch. I think it’s been

pretty fun” (Mayo, 2022). Minor League coach Toby Gardenhire noted, “The guys were more

excited about that than they were about anything all game long. One challenge we win, and

they're all jumping up and down and screaming” (Clayton, 2023).

Anti ABS

Some players have concerns about adopting an automated ball strike system.Daniel

Fields, an outfielder with both minor and major league experience, noted inconsistencies in strike

zones when ABS was tested in the Atlantic League: “When we would travel to different

ballparks, the calibrations of the machine were different and sometimes the strike zone was

different” (Spedden, 2020). Yankees pitchers Luis Severino and Ryan Weber both expressed

complaints about the strike zone when it was being tested in a Minor League game. Severino
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thought that the strike zone was “way too small,” and that batters could swing at no pitches and

reach a 3-1 count any time they were up. Weber, who excels in pitch control and keeping batters

off balance, didn’t think that the ABS accounted for pitches that scraped the edge of the strike

zone: “I was ready for [the new system] and figured my slider and sinker would clip the zone and

I got nothing” (Martin, 2023). Another concern is that ABS would eliminate player ability to

“earn” larger and smaller strike zones in their favor. Legendary hitters like Barry Bonds were

able to earn strike zones limited to the size of a “postage stamp” and Hall of Fame pitchers like

Tom Glavine could earn an extra six inches in the inside corner of the zone (Rymer, 2014).

Catchers who excel at framing pitches strongly oppose an ABS as it would negate their

ability to legally “steal” strike calls through deceptive framing - a skill that separates the best

catchers. A study showed the difference between the best and worst framers in 2007 equated to

25 wins. Former catcher Jeff Mathis says automated strike zones remove the artistic style of

catching, reducing catchers’ role to simply catching or blocking then letting “the robots take

over” (Baccellieri, 2023).

The Coaches

Pro ABS

Phillies Manager Joe Girardi recognizes the difficulty of an umpire’s job and sees the

ABS as a way to reduce some of the pressure and health risks they face. He also believes

umpires would be better positioned behind the pitcher, saying, “I’ve always thought that umpires

should be behind the pitcher. I think you’re much better there and you’re more protected”

(Salisbury, 2022). Twins catching coordinator Tucker Fawley sees potential for an ABS

challenge system to enhance the importance of framing. With a challenge system, “The catcher is
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now tasked with not only tricking the umpire but also the hitter in the box and, honestly, the

dugout as a whole” (Keyser, 2023). Coaches who have seen the ABS in play in Minor Leagues

have noted its benefits in consistency. El Paso Chihuahuas manager Jared Sandberg explains that

there has been some frustration with the calls of the ABS, but it has in general “brought some

consistency to the game” (Keeley, 2022). As the technology continues its testing and

improvement, more coaches may come to appreciate the objectivity and reliability it can provide.

Anti ABS

Some coaches are opposed to implementing an ABS as it would render many of their

teaching aspects obsolete. An example returns back to the art of teaching catchers to deceptively

frame pitches. Yankees catching director Tanner Swanson was the first to position catchers on

one knee to better frame pitches at the bottom of the zone. He argues that with ABS, catchers

would shift from framing defense to prioritizing offensive skills (Keyser, 2023). Veronica

Alvarez, a player development coach for the Oakland A’s, highlights how ABS affects teaching

style to catchers. She explains that remaining adjustable to pitches is taught, “But the framing

part, there’s a little less focus on it. We still do it, just less than before” (Keyser, 2023). However,

Tucker Fawley continues traditional practices, not wanting catchers to “fall into any traps

relative to those systems” because traditional umpiring still dominates in the Major Leagues

(Keyser, 2023).

Other coaches side with pitchers who have learned to induce umpire bias through precise

location. St. Paul Saints manager Toby Gardenhire contends that if pitchers “hit the spots

enough, then the umpire is eventually gonna start calling it a strike" (Clayton, 2023). Pitchers
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may also “know what the umpire is gonna call and what he's not gonna call, so they pitch to

that,” (Clayton, 2023). This human element is removed with an automated system.

The Umpires

Umpires will be significantly impacted by any implementation of ABS, whether their

jobs become obsolete or require major adjustments. Their governing body, the Major League

Baseball Umpires Association, agreed in a 5 year labor contract to cooperate with MLB on

development and potential rollout of the technology. The deal also provided raises in umpire

compensation and retirement benefits, along with provisions allowing earlier retirement (Walker

and Blum, 2021).

Umpire Freddie DeJesus was initially taken aback by the idea of an automated strike

zone. However, after experience with ABS, DeJesus recognized its potential, stating that “It's a

great opportunity and it's good for the game. I can see it down the line getting to the next level”

(Acquavella, 2019).

Conversely, Major League Baseball Umpire Harry Wendelstadt expressed concerns about

replacing human umpires with machines, implying that regardless of whether it is a human or

automated system making the calls, there will still be the same amount of player pushback: "If

they did get a machine to replace us, you know what would happen to it? Why, the players would

bust it to pieces every time it ruled against them” (Lister, 2010). Rich Garcia, a former major

league umpire and umpire supervisor, criticizes ABS for not accurately analyzing the strike zone

the way human umpires do. Garcia argues that television strike zone graphics mislead fans in

that “the box on the screen is not the same box that the umpires get graded on and that the box on

the screen is supposed to be used for entertainment only.” Due to the ambiguity between what
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umpires and players see as the strike zone and what ABS sees, Garcia believes that implementing

ABS “Could be one of the dumbest things baseball could do” (Blum, 2023)

The MLB

For MLB leadership, adopting an automated ball strike system is viewed as a potential

solution to multiple issues facing the sport’s viewership and appeal. Commissioner Rob Manfred

has explicitly called an ABS the “next big thing on the agenda” for the league to pursue

(Drellich, 2023).

One driving factor is a desire to increase pace of play and shorten game times. Data from

ABS trials in the minor leagues showed that their use took off 9 minutes from the average total

game time (DeGeurin, 2022). With society’s limited attention span and unlimited entertainment

options, a faster game may aid in reestablishing MLB’s viewership numbers. Declining

popularity has become a concern for Major League Baseball. In a poll by the Washington Post

(2022), only 11% of U.S. adults listed baseball as their favorite sport to watch, far behind the

34% who listed football. Only 7% of Americans under 30 listed it as their favorite, placing it

behind football, basketball, soccer, and “something else” (DeGeurin, 2022). Rob Manfred

emphasizes that integration of ABS would benefit broadcasting, not just the players. Manfred

aims to enhance the viewing experience for fans, explaining that ABS “obviously has

broadcasting uses. That same technology can be used in our broadcasts, which has value to our

fans” (Saunders, 2022).

Operating expenses is a major concern with implementing an automated ball strike

system. Rob Manfred explains that the MLB has “spent a lot of time and money on the

technology,” (Saunders, 2022) suggesting the upfront investment has been substantial. With
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significant financial costs, there is concern whether the benefits of an automated strike zone

would outweigh the expenses in implementing the system (Ciriaco, 2023).

Conclusion

This research has examined the perspectives and concerns of the key participant groups -

fans, players, coaches, umpires, and league leadership. Different groups tend to divide based on

their internal values, roles and perceived threats or opportunities presented by the new

technology. Fans split between accuracy and preserving baseball’s human elements. Players were

divided by whether ABS provided clarity or obsoleted mastery. Coaches, depending on their

traditional or progressive foundations, either rejected new practices or embraced new strategic

learnings.

This aligns with patterns repeatedly seen when new technologies are introduced - social

groups driven by legacy mindsets will resist reinvention, while those more adaptive tend to

welcome new capabilities, even if they may seem disruptive. These divides are amplified when

people’s identities are related to skills the new technology seems to devalue. Human need for self

and economic worth creates a tendency to resist.

There are complex sociotechnical challenges that companies and industries face when

introducing technologies that could reshape human roles. Overall, technology integration is more

effective when presented as a collaborative advancement allowing for human judgment and

oversight, reducing perceptions of an existential threat.
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